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Abstract 
Recent improvements in natural language processing (NLP) enable metadata to be created 
programmatically from reused original metadata or even the dataset itself. Transfer-learning applied 
to NLP has greatly improved performance and reduced training data requirements. 
In this talk, we’ll compare machine-generated metadata to human-generated metadata and discuss 
characteristics of metadata and data archives that affect suitability for machine-learning reuse of 
metadata. 
Where as human-generated metadata is often populated once, populated from the perspective of 
data supplier, populated by many individuals with different words for the same thing, and limited in 
length, machine-generated metadata can be updated any number of times, generated from the 
perspective of any user, constrained to a standardized set of terms that can be evolved over time, 
and be any length required. Machine-learning generated metadata offers benefits but also additional 
needs in terms of version control, process transparency, human-computer interaction, and IT 
requirements. 
As a successful example, we’ll discuss how a dataset of abstracts and associated human-tagged 
keywords from a standardized list of several thousand keywords were used to create a machine-
learning model that predicted keyword metadata for open-source code projects on code.nasa.gov. 
We’ll also discuss a less successful example from data.nasa.gov to show how data archive 
architecture and characteristics of initial metadata can be strong controls on how easy it is to 
leverage programmatic methods to reuse metadata to create additional metadata. 
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